
Crystal's Embossed Reinker Spread Technique 
as demonstrated by Connie Ingram at SU's 2009 Seattle Regional

Info garnered from www.Splitcoaststampers.com      thread:

http://www.splitcoaststampers.com/forums/showthread.php?
t=432914&highlight=reinker+spread+technique

 

Sharon Rogers Video of the technique:  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NLLtjGbWQdY 

 

Demonstrator:  Connie Ingram

Technique developed by Crystal French member of Mile High Stampers Group in Colorado

 For this demonstration the Rose image from Fifth Avenue Floral was used, however any open outline 
image will work for this technique.  The Shimmery White Cardstock works the best.

 To begin:

Step 1: Stamp with white craft ink onto your Shimmery White cardstock.

Step 2: Sprinkle with white embossing powder and dump excess back into container.

Step 3: Hit with heat gun until powder melts; let cool.

Now you're ready to go ahead with the "Reinker Spread Technique

 

Reinker Spread Technique:

-Use a stamp with an outline image - I used the rose from Fifth Ave Floral-Use Shimmery White 
cardstock. It is thicker than Whisper White and not as absorbent as watercolor paper. 

-Emboss your image with the embossing color of your choice. I used white craft ink & white 
embossing powder.

-Choose 3 colors of Classic reinkers. Pick 2 complimentary - a light & dark color and one contrasting 
color. Kiwi Kiss is Crystal's favorite contrast color. 

-Put a drop of each reinker in separate well in a paint tray.

-Have a misting bottle filled with water, an aqua-painter and a paper towel ready.

-Spray the shimmery cardstock with water until it is saturated and there are pools of water in the 
embossed areas.

-Moving quickly, dip the aqua painter into the darkest color of reinker and tap it into a pool of water on 
the embossed image. The reinker will spread across the pool of water. For the best results start in the 
center of a flower or the edge of the image to allow the reinker to flow across the image. 

-Reapply reinker after each dip and continue with the same color as desired
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-Rinse the aqua painter and start with the second and then the third color. 

- Less is more! You can always add more, but cannot take the color away once applied. 

-You can rehydrate dry areas with the aquapqinter and reapply more color.

-The image takes about 10 minutes to dry.

-Cut out the image when dry & apply to your cardThe reinker technique IS a WOW technique! 

-When the reinker first hits the puddled image & the color shoots across the water you will be sure to 
get lots of Ohhhs & Ahhss!!

The other technique demoed was simply making In-Color Craft ink: 

Very simply - use the white craft refill. Make a dime sized puddle in a paint well. 
Add 5-8 drops of the classic reinker & stir. Use a sponge dauber to dip into the 
new In-Color Craft ink and apply directly to your stamp. Stamp as it is and allow 
to dry, or use clear embossing powder or Heat & stick for fun results.  Save the 
reinker in a little baggie, as you can use it over & over!








